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•Great American 20th Century Novelist, 
Short story Writer, Journalist 

 

•Nobel Prize in Literature(1954) 

 

•Wartime experiences WWI - basis for 
novel A Farewell to Arms (1929) 

 

•Old Man & the Sea won the Pulitzer 
prize(1954) 

 



 

•Economical & understated 

•Simple& direct prose 

•Iceberg Theory: Like an iceberg, 
deeper meaning of story should be 
hidden under layers of ice & not 
revealed on the surface 

•“The dignity of movement of an ice-
berg is due to only one-eighth of it 
being above water.”(EH) 



•     Master of dialogue 

 

•Not flowery, but suggestive 

 

•Short & minimalistic, like a journalist 

 

•Crisp ,clear & factual 



•Long short story or short novel 
 
•Few subplots & characters 
 
•Themes focused 
 
•Concerned with personal devpt rather 
than social background 
 
•Smaller canvas 



    



    

 

 



  Types of fish: agua mala (jellyfish; albacore a tuna; 

barracuda fierce, tropical fish(some are edible); big blue 
runner(bluish species); bonito; dentuso (Spanish)big-toothed species 
of shark; dolphin; dorado : golden dolphin; flying fish; galanos-shovel 
nosed sharks; Portuguese man-of-war (jellyfish); tiburon(shark); 
yellow jack  

 

  Carapace : the horny, protective covering over all or part of the back 
of certain animals, as the upper shell of the turtle, armadillo, crab, etc.  

 

Man-of-war Bird : a large, tropical bird with extremely long wings 
and tail and a hooked beak 

 

Green turtle: hawk-bill, loggerhead turtles 

 

 



.Plankton: microscopic animal and plant life 

floating/drifting in the ocean/bodies of fresh water(used as 
food by nearly all aquatic animals) 

Sargasso weed : floating brown algae found in tropical seas 
and having a main stem with flattened outgrowths like 
leaves, and branches with berry-like air sacs.  

Oakum loose: stringy hemp fiber gotten by taking apart old 
ropes and treated with tar, used as a caulking material  

Rigel: a supergiant, multiple star, usually the brightest star 
in the constellation Orion  

Spring Leaf: curved plate that supports the vehicle above 
the suspension components and allows vertical suspension 
movement 
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Baseball players: Adolpho Luque: pitcher native of Havana: 
Dick Sisler ;Joe DiMaggio (famous& best)Mike Gonzalez 
(catcher);Leo Durocher(manager);John.McGraw (manager)  
Gran Ligas (Spanish) the two main leagues of professional 
baseball clubs in the U.S., the National League and the 
American League: also the Major Leagues.  
_______________________________________________________ 
masthead the top part of a ship's mast 
Rapier: a slender, two-edged sword with a large, cupped hilt 
Scythe : a tool with a long, single-edged blade set at an angle on 
a long, curved handle, used in cutting long grass, grain, and so 
on, by hand.  
gaff : a large, strong hook on a pole, or a barbed spear, used in 
landing large fish  
 
 
 



Canary Islands: group of islands in the Atlantic, off northwest 
Africa, forming a region of Spain 

Casablanca: seaport in northwest Morocco, on the Atlantic 

Cienfuegos: seaport on the south coast of Cuba 

Guanabacoa: one of the oldest European settlements in Cuba; now 
part of the urban conglomerate of present-day Havana.  

Mosquito Coast: region on the Caribbean coast of Honduras and 
Nicaragua.  

Virgin of Cobre: reference to the statue of Our Lady of La Caridad 
de Cobre (Our Lady of Charity at Cobre), the most venerated in all 
of  Cuba 

__________________________________________________ 

Story set in CUBA near HAVANA in 1940s 

 



.a mar, el mar:  sea 
 
•El Campeón: The Champion 
 

 Que va: no way 
 
 juegos: games 
 
brisa : breeze 
 
calambre :muscular cramp 
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Located in Northern Carribean & culturally part of Latin America 
 
Discovered by Columbus in 1492 & later Spanish Occupation for 400 years 
 
Havana,- capital - one of the most imp ports for International trade& tourism 
 
Became famous for Sugar cane, (world’s leading sugar cane producer)sugar  
 
African slaves brought by European settlers; Chinese migrants also arrived 
 
US removed Spanish domination& installed their own dictators including 
Batista 
 
Cuban Revolution by Fidel Castro & Che Geuvera(1959-61) 
 
•Nationalized  all assets & removed illiteracy & improved  healthcare 
 
•Last surviving dictatorship & officially  few of the socialist  states of the 
world 

 
 
 



Epic Struggle b/w an old, experienced fisherman  Santiago 
& a large Marlin. 

84 days at sea to catch a fish not successful ; considered a 
Salao ( very unlucky);his friend is young boy Manolin  

85th day he goes further into Gulf Stream than he has done 
before & catches a Marlin that  is too big for his skiff  

As it is too big, he can’t pull in & fish starts pulling the boat 
•For fear of snapping line, he bears all the strain to see line     
 doesn’t snap 
For 2 days& nights, he bears till Marlin tires out & flows 
with current 
He admires, sympathises with Marlin’s struggle-calls him 
brother; 3rd day he manages to get it near & kill it with a  
harpoon 
 
 



•Blood trail of Marlin attracts sharks; he kills one with a 
harpoon 
 
•Clubbing, spearing, poking he wards them;kill 5 but they 
are too many; the predators eat meat leaving only the 
skeleton  
 
•He returns exhausted & goes to sleep 
 
•The next morning, amazed fishermen gather around 
skeletal carcass; Tourists mistake it for a shark.  
 
Manolin, cries when he finds Santiago safe .The boy fetches 
the old man some coffee and the daily papers with the 
baseball scores, and watches him sleep.  
 
The two agree to fish as partners once more& old man 
returns to sleep 
 
  
 



• Santiago-Fisherman 

•Manolin-Friend, apprentice &  foster son 
•Joe Dimaggio- Baseball player 
•Marlin-  victim 
•Sharks-Scavengers 
•Perico-owner of a Bodega(shop in a cellar 
selling wine& food) 
•Sea- adversary 
•Martin-café owner 
•Lions 

 
 



Experienced, but ageing   widower- a fisherman with no 
children 
 
Passion for his craft-not materialistic which makes him 
different from others in his community 
 
Pragmatism VS Idealsim is set here 
 
Belongs to old world before material evolution so, 
technological advances & interventions in fishing industry  
 are not a part of him 
 
To him, cosmic balance more imp- predator& prey in 
balance creates  an order in the cyclical life of nature 
 
 
 



•Wants to prove to the new world that old world ways are 
relevant by making a big catch; also to prove that he is a 
skilled fisherman amidst machines 
 
•Optimistic & confident about himself 
 
•Sustains interest in world-especially baseball 
 
•Loves Manolin his apprentice like a son& Hands over the 
legacy of his skill to him as a good teacher 
 
•Patient, strong, adventurous, sympathetic,  
compassionate to Marlin even in its fight; protagonist; is 
destroyed but not defeated  

 

 



Dignity, determination, forbearance, humility & 
compassion even in adversity make him a true hero 
 
 Feeling of brotherhood with Marlin, guilt at having to kill 
such a brave soul, awareness of interdependence  makes 
him a gentle soul 
 
Even in his loss his nature wins ; he realizes he had 
stretched too far testing his & nature’s endurance  causing 
him to lose the Marlin 
 
The awareness of his faults make him a true tragic 
individual as he bears this knowledge with humility 
 
In the image of a suffering Christ 

 



It is better to be lucky. But I would rather be exact.  

A man can be destroyed but not defeat 

Fish, I love you and respect you very much. But I will kill you dead 
before this day ends. 

 

 

 

 

 

You are killing me, fish, the old man thought. But you have a right 
to. Never have I seen a greater, or more beautiful, or a calmer or 
more noble thing than you, brother. Come on and kill me. I do not 
care who kills who.  

Why did they make birds so delicate and fine as those sea 
swallows when the ocean can be so cruel? She is kind and very 
beautiful. But she can be so cruel and it comes so suddenly and 
such birds that fly, dipping and hunting, with their small sad 
voices are made too delicately for the sea. 
 
 
 
 

 



Took him in his boat when he was just 5 years & taught him 
everything 

Looks up to him as mentor, friend, master,  spiritual father 

Devoted attendant & caring son 

Common passion for baseball; bridge between Santiago & other 
villagers 

 True value of Santiago  understood through Manolin 

Mature, though an adolescent 

Resents his father for stopping him from fishing with Santiago & 
finally makes a choice abandoning his father’s will 

Mirror to Santiago’s past & hope of Santiago’s future being 
continued in the legacy bequeathed 

The youth & hope of S-the cubs in the dream 

 

 
 
 

 



And the best fisherman is you. 

I remember  everything from .when we first went together 

The hell with luck. I’ll bring the luck with me. 

_______________________________________________________ 

 
 
 
 

 

  



18 feet long Marlin- huge catch & prize catch vindicates S ; worthy 
opponent; represents struggle 
Mirror, alter ego to  Santiago-possesses the same qualities that S has. 
S projects qualities of dignity in struggle, nobility, endurance, beauty 
First pities fish-then admires, then sympathizes & later empathizes with 
it. 
Each one’s destiny interlocked with the other- predator –prey; 
fisherman-fish. 
The Marlin redeems him in his victory; but also destroys him in its fight 
by attracting other prey 
Image of  crucified Christ as redeemer, suffering for others; being eaten 
by Santiago( the last supper); communion;the natural tragic cycle is 
replayed; 
The Marlin struggles to live & S struggles to save M from sharks-
predator/prey cycle 
Marlin like Manolin is a redeemer in a different sense; 
constructs/destroys;  helps S to transcend his weaknesses 
Represents S’s struggle with himself 

 
 
 

 
  



QUOTES ON MARLIN 
He is wonderful and strange and who knows how old he is, he 
thought. Never have I had such a strong fish nor one who acted so 
strangely... He cannot know that it is only one man against him, 
nor that it is an old man 

 

You did not kill the fish only to keep alive and to sell for food, he 
thought. You killed him for pride and because you are a fisherman. 
You loved him when he was alive and you loved him after. If you 
love him, it is not a sin to kill him. Or is it more? 

"What's that" she asked a waiter and pointed to the long 
backbone of the great fish that was now just garbage waiting to 
go out with the tide. 

'How many people will he feed, he thought. But are they worthy 
to eat him? No, of course not. There is no one worthy of eating 
him from the manner of his behavior and his great dignity.' 

 

 

 
 
 

 

  

Now we are joined together and have been since noon. And no 
one to help either of us. 

 



CHARACTER OF THE SHARKS 

Unworthy opponents except the mako shark that he 
killed ; others are destructive 

 Santiago’s antagonists 

Vicious; destructive forces of nature & man; the petty 
rivalry of  people from Jerusalem which killed Christ 

Negative aspect of sea 

Disrespect for ownership rights-Marlin or Santaigo 

Usurping whatever they come upon 

Critics who tear apart an artist’s work 
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CHARACTER  OF  THE  SEA 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   Represents Nature & Life 
 
   Hides the good and the bad 
 
   Conceals the treasures hidden in the sea 
 
   The constant  force that challenges, tests and     
   maintains balance 
 
   New frontiers keep opening up 
 
   Metaphor for the creative writer who has to dig      
   deep to find himself & creativity& face Marlins     
   & sharks  
 
   Rejuvenating  & Invigorating  force that revives  an 
  old man & Marlin 
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CHARACTER  OF  JIO DIMAGGLIO 
 

Ideal of Santiago 
 
Agent for comparison 
 
Sees him also as an equal, also his hero 
 
Represents Hope-wants Manolin to be like him 
 
Model of strength & commitment-despite a bone 
spur, he had a wonderful career in sports 
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CHARACTER  OF  PERICO 
 

A kind man helping an ageing man 
 
Providing newspapers  that provide baseball scores 
 
The kind part of the community 

________________________________________ 
LIONS ON THE BEACH 

Memory from his youth; dreams thrice 
Represents, predators/hunters ,strength 

 
 

Have to prove they are relevant everyday like S 
 

    

Needs to make himself relevant; ends with lions so, 
regenaration 
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THEMES-STRUGGLE 

 Dignity in Struggle (Man & nature) 
(Sea & fisherman)Resistance to defeat 

Pride, determination & humility 

S is every man in a struggle for survival 

Quality of struggle defines a man 

More tough the opponent, more tough 
the struggle 

Life renewed by death 
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THEMES-PRIDE 
After killing the Marlin he wonders if he killed for 
pride & if so, it is a sin 

Wonders whether shark attack is punishment & 
dismisses it  

Must kill the marlin to show Manolin "what 
a man can do and what a man endures."  

Crucial balance between pride & humility 

________________________________________
Natural World& Man 

Adversary, protagonist, antagonist,  symbiotic 
relationship.interdependence 
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THEMES-FRIENDSHIP 

Friend  in need & hope in youth 

Physical & emotional support that is mutual 

Mentor, pupil & guide 

Wards off depression & hopelessness 

Realizes he should not fail for Manolin’s sake 

Birds & beasts his friends, ocean his wife; Manolin his 
foster son; levels of friendship helps  ward of loneliness 

_____________________________________________M
MEMORY & DREAMS 

Draws strength from youthful past(Lions) 

Defeat & destruction 
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THEMES-SANTIAGO AS CHRIST 

Success is the test that crucifies him 

Wandering on high seas through being tempted like 
Christ by the sin of Pride 

Picking up the Mast & carrying it like a cross & handing 
it over to Manolin-passing on of legacy 

Palms cut by line; collapsing on bed; sharks crucify him 
& Marlin; crucified martyr; turning defeat into victory, 
loss into gain, death into renewed life. 

_____________________________________________ 

As an allegory, represents universal values of struggle, 
defining success, maintaining balance etc 

Accepting natural order & co existing 
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SYMBOLS 

Objects representing  ideas & concepts 

________________________________________ 

Marlin: Ideal opponent; Crucifixion; Martyrdom 

Shovel nosed sharks: contrast to Marlin; 
scavengers; wildly destructive; base predators 

Joe Dimaggio: like Manolin worthy opponent; 
Idealism in struggle 

Mast: Cross of struggle; 

Lost Harpoon:  symbolic of loss of faith to ward 
off struggles  
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MOTIFS & IMAGES 

Idea or symbol repeated 

________________________________________ 

Crucifixion imagery 

Lions on beach 

Harpoon 

Mast 

Skiff  

Sea 

Sharks 
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old-man-and-the-sea/book-summary 

http://www.artofmanliness.com/2011/07/12/le
ssons-in-manliness-from-the-old-man-and-the-
sea/ 

http://study.com/academy/lesson/the-old-man-
and-the-sea-summary-characters-themes.html 
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